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Mr Darrell Channing 
Director 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
CANBERRA ACT 2601 

Dear Mr Channing 

AgStewardship Australia Limited application for authorisation A91 105 - supporting party 
submission 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on AgStewardship Australia Limited application for 
authorisation A91105. The Department of Environment and Climate Change supports the 
application and offers the following comments: 

Unwanted stocks of agricultural or veterinary (Agvet) chemicals can pose serious risks to the 
environment and human health due to their toxicity. If disposed of improperly with other wastes, 
Agvet chemicals can also undermine the potential to recover useful materials from that waste 
stream. Pesticide contamination of primary produce could also have a serious impact on 
international trade. 

The NSW Government is committed to reducing waste. The NSW Waste Strategy seeks to limit 
the generation of waste, increase recycling and reduce the toxicity of waste, as well as reducing 
litter and illegal dumping. As part of this strategy, the NSW Government has called on industry to 
take greater responsibility for the post-consumer management of their products. NSW has also 
identified particular waste products as wastes of concern and sought voluntary product 
stewardship action from the industries that produce those products. 

Both Agvet chemicals and their containers were identified as wastes of concern in NSW when the 
list of wastes of concern was first published in the NSW EPR Priority Statement in March 2004. At 
the time, drumMUSTER had been in operation since 1998 and was still building its coverage and 
collection rate, while ChemCleaa had just commenced pilot trials in NSW and SA. The intent of 
the listing as wastes of concern was to ensure that the agvet chemical and farming industries took 
up the challenge of collecting and appropriately treating unwanted agvet chemicals and their 
containers. 

Both schemes now operate nationally and demonstrate a high level of responsibility by the agvet 
chemical and farming industries. It is the Department's understanding that: 
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The drumMUSTER program now covers all of NSW and there are service agreements 
with NSW Councils in rural and farming communities where 99% of Agvet chemicals are 
sold. These agreements cover how the scheme will operate in each local Council area, 
and entitle participating Councils to receive information on organising collections and 
running the scheme, as well as support and funds from drumMUSTER. The costs of 
Councils' involvement are fully reimbursed by drumMUSTER. 

The ChemCleam scheme provides free collection and disposal services for chemicals sold 
by participating organisations (Group 1 chemicals), namely all Avcare and VMDA members. In 
addition, any agvet chemical user has access to the scheme and can make bookings for 
collection. The Department understands that Group 1 chemicals cover 90% of pesticide sales 
in Australia. The scheme also provides a safe disposal route for unregistered chemicals 
(Group 2). 

AgSafe provides the Department with annual performance reports for both ChemClearB and 
drumMUSTER and has been open and transparent in all of its operations, giving the Department 
confidence that the schemes are providing a valuable service to the community. 

Originally set up and administered separately, funding for the two schemes has in more recent 
times been merged, making the new governance structure proposed by AgStewarship Australia 
Limited the next logical step. The proposed 4c per litrelkilogram fee is consistent with the current 
arrangements previously authorised by the ACCC. 

If AgStewarship Australia Limited application is approved by the ACCC, the Department will request 
that AgStewarship Australia Limited continues to provide annual reports indicating how the 
schemes are performing. 

If you have any queries regarding these issues please me on 02 8837 6040. 

Yours sincerely 

ALEX YOUNG 
AlDirector Frameworks & Product Stewardship 
Sustainable Proarams 
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